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ABSTRACT 
Conjugate gradient type methods are discussed for unsynunetric and inconsistent 
system of equations. For unsymmetric problems, besides conjugate gradient methods 
based on the normal equations, we also present a (modified) minimal residual (Ieast 
square) method, which converges for systems with matrices that have a positive 
definite symmetric~ part. For inconsistent problems, for completeness we discuss 
briefly various (well-known) versions of the conjugate gradient method. Precondition- 
ing and rate of convergence are also discussed. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Conjugate gradient methods have up to now mostly been applied to the 
solution of symmetric, positive semidefinite, consistent matrix problems of 
the form Ax=b, be%(A) ( see for instance [l], [2], [3], [4]). Although 
theoretically the method then converges in at most n steps to a solution, 
where n is the order of the matrix, it is now widely accepted that the method 
should be considered as an iterative method. This is so because the terminat- 
ing property is not valid in the presense of roundoff errors and because for 
many important classes of problems the method converges to an acceptable 
accuracy in much fewer than n steps. The latter is true especially for 
preconditioned versions of the conjugate gradient method (see for instance 
1513 PI). 
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The number of iterations required 
most 
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to reach a relative accuracy of E is at 
I lnL (I 
where 
1-G 
a= 
1+w ’ 
K being the effective spectral condition number of A; that is, 
where &,,A, are the extreme positive eigenvalues of A (see [7], [8]). For large 
values of K and l/e, the following upper bound is good enough for practical 
purposes: 
k=int [ +VGlnf+l 1 0.1) 
For preconditioned versions of the method, K(A) is replaced by the corre- 
sponding number of the preconditioned matrix C - ‘A, that is, the spectral 
condition number of C - ‘i2AC - ‘12, assuming that C is also symmetric and is 
positive definite. 
For unsymmetric and for inconsistent problems, the method can be 
applied to the “normal” equations 
ATAx=A%, (1.2) 
since here A TA is positive semidefinite and A% E %(A TA). Furthermore, 
conjugate gradient algorithms only use the matrix in matrix-vector multi- 
plications, so one obviously does not have to form the matrix ATA (which 
could lead to cancellation and loss of sparsity; for further comments on this, 
see for instance [9]). 
However, even so, this approach is not to be recommended in general, 
since as is well known, there is usually a serious amplification of the spectral 
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condition number (it is squared). Hence, the number of iterations necessary 
to solve (1.2) for an almost symmetric matrix problem is typically -K(A), 
instead of -m. 
This type of situation is annoying, since if A is “almost” symmetric, i.e. a 
symmetric positive semidefinite matrix perturbed by a small skewsymmetric 
matrix, one would expect about the same number of iterations as for the 
symmetric case. Hence we look for a method, which in this situation only 
needs about the same number of iterations as for the symmetric part. 
We also consider inconsistent systems, and show that a minimal residual 
conjugate gradient method will converge for AA Tti = b, u = ATC, but that 
this is not so in general for the classical conjugate gradient method. 
The methods are derived as special cases of a generalized conjugate 
gradient method, valid for the matrix problem Bu = b, where I? has a positive 
definite symmetric part. 
In the full version of the method, where, in the unsymmetric case, all 
previous search directions are used in order to calculate a new approxima- 
tion, the rate of convergence is determined by the Krylov sequence 
BrO B2r0 and not by (B TB)B rr’,(B TB)2B Tr”, . . . , as would have been the 
cad if t;;e’ *normal equations had been used. Here r”= Bu”- b is the initial 
residual, 
2. A GENERALIZED CONJUGATE GRADIENT METHOD 
Consider minimizing the quadratic functional 
f(u)=+(v)=;(Au-b,Au-b) (2.1) 
where r = Au - b is the residual, u E R”, b E I??” and A is a real m X n matrix. 
Here (. , -) is an inner product in R” with corresponding norm 11-I) = (- , *)l/‘. 
A vector li such that 
fW = ,&fW 
is called a minimizer off. The existence of such a minimizer is trivial, since 
R” is a finite dimensional vector space. If b E %(A), the range of A [in 
particular, if rank(A) = m], then f(G) = 0. 
We shall now derive a general conjugate gradient method for matrices 
with positive (semi)definite symmetric part. 
We assume in this section that m= n and that the given matrix has a 
positive definite symmetric part. If A itself is symmetric, it suffices to assume 
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that A is positive semidefinite. We also denote the matrix by I?, to distinguish 
it from the matrix in the general case. The generalized conjugate gradient 
algorithm has the following form: 
Given a vector (approximation of &) u k a set of s = Sk (Sk <Sk_ i •l- I) 
vectors (search directions) dk-f, 0 < j <s - 1, such that the set { Bdk-f}s,A is 
linearly independent, we determine recursively new vectors u k+ ’ and dk+ ’ 
in the following way. 
Along the search directions we determine s parameters hi? i E ( - co, co), 
0 < j < s - 1, such that f( u k+l) is minimized, where 
s-1 
Uk+l= uk+ x jppi. 
i=O 
(2.2) 
Hence 
(Buk+‘- b,Bdk-‘)=O, O<l<s-1, 
or 
s-l 
x h&(Bdk-i,Bdk-I)= -(rk,Bdk-‘), O<Z<s-1, (2.3) 
j-0 
where 
rk=Buk-b. (2.4 
We observe that the SXS matrix Ack)=[(Bdk-i,Bdk-‘)I, O<Z,j<s-1, is 
positive definite, since the set of vectors { Bdk-j}~~~ are linearly indepen- 
dent; thus there exists a unique solution A,$? i, 0 < i <s - 1, of (2.3). 
We will sometimes find it convenient to use the recursion formula 
s-1 
rk+lzrk+ x @+ldk-i, 
i=O 
(2.5) 
which follows from (2.2), instead of using (2.4). (In this way we may save 
matrix-vector multiplications.) By construction, 
(rk+‘,Bdk--l)=O, o<z<s-1. (2.6) 
We let the new search direction vector be a vector in the plane defined by 
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the residual rk+ ‘, corresponding to the last approximation, and the most 
recent search direction, i.e., 
dk+l, _ ,.k+l 
+ &dk, k=O,l,.... (2.7) 
As we shall see later, the only possibility of a breakdown of the algorithm is 
when rk+’ and dk are collinear. Furthermore, this can not happen for 
symmetric, positive semidefinite matrices, unless u k+ ’ is already a solution. 
The new vector dk+ ’ is added to the set of search directions, possibly (if 
s, = s,_ i) at the expense of the oldest direction dkWs+ ‘. We also find it 
convenient to define & so that 
( Bdk+‘, Bdk) =0, (2.8) 
that is, 
p - CB 
k- 
rk+‘,Bdk) 
lWkl12 ’ 
(2.9) 
Then {Bd , k+ ’ Bdk} are linearly independent unless d k+l E S(B), the null- 
space of B. 
Furthermore with E = i(B + B T), by (2.7) we get 
Since by assumption, if B is unsymmetric then E is positive definite, we have 
(dk+‘,Bdk+‘)>O and (dk+‘,Bdk+‘)=O iff dk+‘=O, i.e. iffrk+’ and dk are 
collinear. 
If B is symmetric, by (2.6) we get 
Cd k+1,Bdk+1)=(yk+1,BTk+1)+Pk2(dk,Bdk)>(yk+1,Brk+1)ZO. (2.10) 
Hence, dk+‘E%(B) iff rk+’ E%(B)=%(BT). But then BT(Buk+‘-b)=O, 
i.e., u k+l is a solution of the normal equations (Ll), and uk+’ = t is a 
minimizer of (2.1) (with A = B). 
Hence, if B is symmetric and positive semidefinite, d k+l E q(B) only if 
uk+’ is already a so2utiun. If B is unsymmetric with positive definite 
symmetric part, we have dk+‘E%(B) iff rk+’ and dk are collinear. In this 
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latter situation, or rather when the angle between rk+’ and dk is smaller 
than a given (small) number 6(0<6<n/2), we make a restart of the 
algorithm, with the latest approximation as an initial approximation. 
By (2.6) and (2.7) we have, for s > 2, 
(r k+r,Q)+k+r, -_Bd”+&,Bd’-‘) 
=- (r k+l,Bd[) +j?_l(rk+l,Bdz--l) -0, k-s+291<k. 
(2.11) 
Hence the algorithm is of conjugate gradient or rather conjugate residual 
type* 
We observe that from (2.3) and (2.6) it follows that 
-@) = det @!-I1) 
det Rjk) 
(rk, Brk). 
Hence, since Ap) is a positive definite matrix and since the symmetric part of 
B is positive (semi)definite, we have Aik) > 0, and Aik) >0 unless uk is a 
solution. 
Now, from (2.5), (2.6), and (2.7) we get 
s-l 
k+l k+l (r ,r 
)-( 
- rk+l,rk+ x hik)&jk-i 
j=O 
s-l 
rk+ 2 hf?pdk-i,r =(rk,rk)+Aik)(Bdk,rk) 
j==O 
hence 
(r k+l,rk+l) = (rk,rk) - d~~~~” ( rk, Brk)‘. 
s 
(2.12) 
Hence we have monotone convergence 
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unless uk is already a solution, as long as the set {Bdk-~};~~ is linearly 
independent. We have proven that this is so at least for s < 2. 
So far we have not commented on the choice of u”,do. We may let u” be 
arbitrary and let 
The advantage of this choice will become clear in the analysis to follow. 
Since do= - TO, by construction dk and rk are linear combinations of vectors 
in the so called Kylou sequence 
r”, Br’, . . . , B kr”, 
that is 
and 
rk~span{ro,Bro ,..., Bkro}. 
Hence, rk can be written as a polynomial of degree k in the monomials B/r’, 
i=O,l,..., k, with constant coefficient = 1, i.e., 
rk[ l+pk(B)]r’, k> 1, 
where ~(0) = 0. Hence f( u k, = f ( rk,rk)=~~~ro+pk(B)r0~~2, Different choices 
of {vk- “} will produce, in general, different polynomials pk. 
We may regard -pk(B)r’ as an approximation of r”, and Ilr”+pk(B)roll 
as the corresponding error. If s = s, = k + 1, that is, if all previous search 
directions are used, then 
(rk,rk) = p’r I[[ 1+ Pk(B)]r”ll, 
PI@) =“o 
(2.13) 
whatever the choice of 8, as long as { Bdk-i}, 0 < j <s - 1, is linearly 
independent. 
It would in general, however, cost too many arithmetic operations and 
storage to keep all previous vectors. Hence only a few, or sometimes even 
only one, search direction is retained. In particular, this will be the case if B 
is a symmetric matrix, as we shall see below. 
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After at most n steps of the algorithm with s = s, = k + 1, we would have 
reached a solution, had only all numbers been calculated without rounding 
errors. Consequently, the method may be viewed as a direct method. 
However, since in many important problems one may reach a satisfactory 
solution after much fewer steps, we shall use the method as an iterative 
method. Thus we need some criterion to determine when to stop. Such a 
criterion will be given for each particular algorithm to be presented. 
We also realize that the rate of convergence of the algorithm depends on 
the rate with which linear combinations of the vectors { Br’, B2ro,. . . , Bkro} 
will approximate r” in the norm chosen (i.e., in the norm defined by the inner 
product). Also, we notice that the matrix B is only needed in forming 
products with a vector. This may in many important applications be possible 
without actually having formed the entries of I?. 
For symmetric matrices it is easy to prove that (Bdk, Bd’) =O, Z#k, and 
that by chasing inner products (u, w) = u TMw, where M is symmetric and 
positive definite, the algorithm reduces to the standard conjugate gradient 
algorithm with M = B -I (assuming that B is positive definite). With M = I 
we get the minimal residual algorithm. 
3. INCONSISTENT SYSTEMS OF EQUATIONS 
For completeness we briefly list various methods to deal with rectangular 
and inconsistent matrix problems, although these techniques are well known 
(see [l], [2], [3], [lo], [ll], [12], and for a survey [13]). 
3.1. Variable transformations 
Let us now consider a system with a general m X n matrix A. We make a 
transformation of the vector 
u= Q’ii, 
m X n matrix of full rank and zi: E R”. We solve for 6 and then 
substitute this solution into (3.1). We get r= i= AQTti - b, and we may use a 
minimal residual conjugate gradient algorithm as described in Sec. 2 with 
B=AQT, where B is an m X m matrix. If the symmetric part of B is positive 
definite, we have convergence to a solution satisfying 
l[BlZ-bjl= &&JBu-b/l, (3.2) 
even if the system is inconsistent. A particularly interesting choice of Q is 
Q=A. 
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3.2. The pseudoinverse solution algorithm 
Let 
u=ATii, ;=AATti-b=&-bb. (3.3) 
Here B= AAT is symmetric and positive semidefinite. In this case it follows 
from Sec. 2 that the minimal residual conjugate gradient method for symmet- 
ric matrices will converge to a minimal residual solution, satisfying (3.2). It is 
quite easy to see that the method in fact converges to the pseudoinverse 
solution (see for instance [lo]). On the other hand, the classical conjugate 
gradient method for solving AA Tu = b will not converge in general if b is not 
consistent [i.e., if b@%(A)] (cf. [14]). A simple example showing this is 
provided by 
B=[ -; 1; -iI, bT=(l,0,2), lz”=(l,O,O), 
in which B is positive semidefinite and b 65 a(B). Here we have r1 Tr’ >roTro 
and d’~ LX(B). 
3.3. A minimal error conjugate gradient algorithm 
The classical conjugate gradient method converges however for all con- 
sistent systems Bu = b, b E a(B), even if B is only positive semidefinite. This 
follows because in this case we are actually minimizing 
where zi is a solution of Bu = b. Even if the initial approximation u” has a 
component in s(B), r” = Bu” - b (and do) does not have such a component, 
since b E C?L( B). Hence the corresponding Krylov sequence consists of vec- 
tors in CR(B) only, and the rate of convergence of the classical conjugate 
gradient method will then be determined by the positive part of the 
spectrum (cf. Sec. 1). All iterates u k have the same component in %(B) as 
0 
U. 
In particular, if b E ?R (A), applied to B1Z = b, 6 = B +b, B = AA T, we get 
a minimal norm solution, where the error [(u - G)T(~ - 2;)]l/‘, a = A +b, is 
minimized; see [ll], [12], [15], and [9]. 
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3.4. Residual transfn-mations 
In (3.1)-(3.3) we have transformed the unknown vector. Let us now 
make a transformation of the system (the residual) instead. Then we get 
i=Q(Au-b), Q an nXm matrixoffullrank. 
We call r” a pseudoresidual. 
Again (cf. Sec. 3.1) we may chose Q in order to get a spectrum of QA 
more favorable than that of A itself. Obviously we may choose Q = A ‘, from 
which we get the normal equations 
ATAu=A%. (3.4) 
These are always consistent, but usually with much worsened spectrum, so 
that the rate of convergence of a conjugate gradient method will be far too 
slow. 
On the other hand, we may apply any of the algorithms for symmetric 
systems, either to BB Tzi = Qb, as in Sets. 3.2 and 3.3, or to B TBu = B ‘Qb as 
above, where B = QA and Q is a preconditioning matrix (see for instance 
PI)* 
3.5. A symmetric preconditioning 
If A is symmetric and positive semidefinite and if the system is con- 
sistent, we may, as was already noted in Sec. 3.3, apply the classical 
conjugate gradient method in order to minimize f(u) = (u - zi)TA(u - 2i), 
where At = b. 
If we transform both the residual and the vector, that is, T’= LAL % - 6,6 
= Lb, u = L TEz, we preserve symmetry of the matrix. Here we assume that L 
is an invertible matrix. To this system we may apply the classical conjugate 
gradient method with B = LAL T. Here L is usually chosen so that LAL ’ has 
a favorable distribution of eigenvalues and is of low computational complex- 
ity; see for instance [8]. 
4. MODIFIED MINIMAL RESIDUAL CONJUGATE GRADIENT 
METHODS FOR UNSYMMETRIC SYSTEMS OF EQUATIONS 
For unsymmetric matrices B, preconditioned or not, the use of the 
normal equations or of the transformation BB % = b, u = B Tii, in order to get 
a symmetric and positive semidefinite matrix, leads to the solution of a 
system with a matrix with usually large condition numbers (typically 
squared). Consequently, the slow convergence of any conjugate gradient 
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method can be expected. This type of situation is particularly annoying when 
B is almost symmetric, because then we would expect a good method to give 
about the same number of iterations as for the symmetric case. 
On the other hand, if we work with a conjugate gradient method directly 
on an unsymmetric matrix, all previous vectors have to be kept if we want to 
preserve the best approximation property (2.13). Hence it is of interest to 
examine methods where we still only keep one vector, as in the symmetric 
case, or possibly only a few more vectors. 
Let us assume that B may be unsymmetric but has a positive definite 
symmetric part and that we carry along a fixed number of s vectors (of each 
u, T, d, Bd, etc.). In general, we cannot have orthogonality to all previous 
vectors if B is unsymmetric. However, from Sec. 2.1, Eqs. (2.6), (2.11), and 
(2.12), we do know that 
(rk+l, Bdk-‘) =0, O<l<S-1, 
CT k+l,Br’)=O, k-s+2<l<k, 
(r k+l,k+l) = (,.Qk) _ ‘;;r;” (,.k,B,.k)2, 
s 
so that we have monotone convergence towards a solution. 
Let us consider two cases for the minimal residual method: s = 1 (which 
turns out to be equivalent to the case ‘s = 2), and s = 3. 
s = 1 (S = 2): From (2.3), (2.6), (2.7), and (2.9) we get 
(4.1) 
One more inner product than in the case where B is symmetric is now 
needed. For s = 2 we have (rk, Bdk- ‘) = 0, and since the matrix Aik) is 
diagonal [because of (2.8)] and positive definite, we have Ai? 1 = 0. Hence the 
above formulas (4.1) are valid also in this case. 
s = 3: From (2.3), (2.9) it again follows that A? r =0, because 
(Bd’,Bd’-‘)=O, Z= k,k-1. Hence we have 
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Now four inner products and the equivalent of six recursion formula opera- 
tions have to be performed per iterative step. Still only one matrix-vector 
multiplication ( Brk+ ‘) is needed. 
In this algorithm, the term ApzBdke2 Can serve as a check of the extent 
of asymmetry in B (or the extent of loss of orthogonality). If the norm of this 
term is small in comparison with Aik)llBdkjl for all k, then we have an 
indication that B is almost symmetric. Depending on the degree of unsym- 
metry, it will pay off in fewer iterations to use the algorithm with s =3, 
which demands -1On operations (“flops”) instead of -7n for s = 1. If the 
matrix-vector multiplication Brk+ ’ costs yfl flops, then the former method 
will be better if the number of iterations is < (7 + y)/(lO+ y) of the number 
for s = 1. The above algorithms for unsymmetric matrices we call modified 
minimal residual conjugate gradient methods. 
In this case the algorithm breaks down if Bdk becomes collinear to 
Bdkp2. Should this happen, one can change to the algorithm for s=l (2). 
This latter algorithm breaks down only if rk+ ’ and dk are collinear. One can 
make a restart if the angle between these vectors becomes too small. 
Practical experience with such restarts will be reported elsewhere. 
The generalization of the conjugate gradient method considered in this 
paper is based on the minimization of a functional, namely the least square 
residual functional (2.1). A similar method may be based on a Gale&n 
method which satisfies ( rk+ ’ , u) = 0 for all u in the Krylov set (see [IS]). This 
latter approach has already been considered in [17J and [lS], in the special 
case where (u, u) = u ‘Mv, with M the symmetric part of MB, B = 1 - M - ‘N, 
where N is skew symmetric. When M -’ is used as a preconditioning matrix 
for MB, the recursion formulas then simplify considerably (only one parame- 
ter is needed). However, this latter method in general works well only when 
the skew symmetric part is not too large (see [18]). 
5. A NUMERICAL TEST EXAMPLE 
In order to test the algorithms for unsymmetric matrices, the following 
model example was used. We discretized 
-Au+&,=f(x), rEQcR2, 
u=o on aQ2, (5.1) 
where Q was the unit square and /I > 0 a constant. The discretization chosen 
was a central approximation for A and a so-called upwind first order 
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approximation for u, (in this case a backward difference approximation) (cf. 
[N]). This results in an unsymmetric square matrix but with positive definite 
symmetric part. We observe however that care has to be taken in more 
general turning point problems of the type (5.1), where /3 changes sign, in 
order to get a positive definite matrix. 
We solved the resulting linear system (which in this case is consistent) for 
different values of /3 and the discretization parameter h. 
When the modified minimal residual algorithm with s = 3 (see Sec. 4) was 
used, it was observed that for /3 not too large, say /3 < 10, the rate of 
convergence during the first (say) 10 iterations was not much slower than in 
the symmetric case, where p = 0. For p very large, say /3 = 1000, h = 5, it was 
observed that during the first 11 iterations, convergence was slow (about 10 
iterations for one decimal) but that during the following 3 or 4 iterations the 
rate on the other hand was extremely fast. This type of situation seemed to 
repeat itself during the following iterations, i.e., slow convergence for about 
10 iterations and very fast for about 3 iterations. The size of the norm of the 
last correction term (index k - 2) was about 10e2 to 10-r times the norm of 
the first correction term (index k); cf. (2.3). 
When a preconditioned system ?= C -‘(Au - b) =O was solved with the 
preconditioning matrix C a modified incomplete factorization of A (see [ZO]) 
and with the same algorithm but with s = 1 as above, a much more favour- 
able rate of convergence was noted; see Table 1. The rate of convergence 
was now approximately constant during the iterations, i.e., log( I] rk I( / )I roll) as 
a function of k decreased linearly. For s =3 the number of iterations differed 
at most by 1. 
TABLE 1 
NUMBER OF ITERATIONS, k, FOR A RELATIVE ACCURACY 
Ilr’q/lpll < 10-5” 
3 
‘Preconditioned modified minimal residual (s = 1). 
Two versions of preconditioned conjugate gradient methods were used, 
one of unsymmetric form and one based on the symmetric preconditioning 
(see Sec. 3.5). For an unsymmetric problem, the preconditioned matrix is 
however obviously still unsymmetric. A modified approximate factorization 
AwLU, L, U lower and upper triangular matrices, was used. One could 
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expect some difference in the number of iterations for small values of /3. 
However, we found at most a difference of one iteration, although the 
second correction term (for the case s =3) was smaller in the “symmetric” 
version, in particular of course for P = 0 when the size of the second term is 
about the size of the machine accuracy (double precision was used). 
Finally a comparison with the solution of the normal equations for the 
preconditioned system was made. We then have to solve 
BTBu= BTC-lb. 
where B = C -‘A. The classical conjugate gradient method (Sec. 2.2) was 
used, and the iterations were stopped when the pseudoresidual ik= 
C-l(Auk- b) w as small enough, ]]ik]] < 10-5j1Fo(I. This was also used for 
stopping in Table 1. In Table 2 the corresponding numbers of iterations are 
given. It is noticed that for not too large values of /3, the number of iterations 
grows as O(h-‘) with h-+0, whereas in the modified minimal residual 
algorithm, the numbers of iterations were fewer and grew only as O(h-‘I’). 
In particular, we notice that the unsymmetric problem was solved as fast as 
the symmetric one. That the number of iterations even decreased with 
increasing large values of /I is due to the fact that the approximate factoriza- 
tion becomes more and more accurate then, since the given matrix becomes 
more and more triangular. 
TABLE 2 
NUMBER OF ITERATIONS, k, FOR A RELATIVE ACCURACY 
IIPll/llPll< 10-5” 
8 10 11 11 7 4 
16 19 21 20 12 6 
“Classical conjugate gradient method on preconditioned normal 
equations. 
As a conclusion we note that this test indicates that the modified minimal 
residual method [with s = 1 (2)] is a reliable method when the matrix is 
preconditioned by a modified incomplete (first order) factorization method, 
and in such a way that the resulting matrix has a positive definite symmetric 
Part. 
In [21] tests are reported with a seemingly less appropriate precondition- 
ing technique, because more iterations were needed and a value (correspond- 
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ing to ours) of s = 5 was recommended. In that case it seems as if the danger 
that the algorithm will break down due to almost linearly dependent vectors 
{Bd’} is too large. 
I acknowledge interesting comments by Professors David M. Young and 
Stanley Eisenstut regarding an early version of Sec. 2. My student Gunhild 
Lindskog mude the numerical tests reported here on the computer. 
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